Identification of Rhetorical Structure Relation from Discourse Marker in Bengali Language Understanding
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Abstract: Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) has been in constant research for a number of years. The different parts of a text are called text spans. RST helps in organizing these text spans. These text spans are connected with each other by Discourse markers. In this paper, we are exploring the possibility of realizing some RST relations (CONTRAST, SEQUENCE and PARALLEL) from multi-nuclear sentences in Bengali Language with the help of the semantic structure of the sentences and the discourse markers. We present a rule based approach for comprehending the RST relations from the discourse markers in Bengali Language.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Rhetorical Structure Theory is a theory of organization of the text spans, the working of those text spans and how those text spans are related and connected to each other [2]. Each text span can have one or two roles in a relation: it can be a nucleus or a satellite. Nucleus represents the central unit in the sentence, they exist independently. They are considered essential to the understanding of the text. Satellites is less central and can never exist independently, they are actually dependent on the nucleus. Satellites contribute additional information to the nucleus [3].

Discourse marker is a word or phrase that helps in logically connecting two text spans which are coherent to each other [2]. Examples of Discourse Markers are:- but, then, and, although, yet, with, etc.

In this paper, we are dealing with only compound sentences, i.e. sentences having more than one nucleus. Compound sentences are those sentences which are formed by combining two or more simple sentences having one nucleus. Some example are given as:- (1) CONTRAST:- Ram is very happy with his marks but his sister is very upset with her marks. Here the discourse marker is “but” and the RST relation is CONTRAST. (2) SEQUENCE:- Bumba is going to the shop then he will go to visit his grandmother. Here the discourse marker is “then” and the RST relation is SEQUENCE. (3) PARALLEL:- Dipshika is eating while watching the television. Here the discourse marker is “while” and the RST relation is PARALLEL.

There are many more like EXPRESSION, CONJUNCTION, CONTINUATION, LIST, etc.

A. Objective

The work in this paper has been done in Bengali Language. Since the formation of Bengali Language is free order, so ambiguity occurs in mapping of Discourse markers to the RST relations. Some Discourse Marker can be mapped to more than one RST relation hence there exist some ambiguity in mapping function. So to resolve this ambiguity we have tried to formulate some algorithms for each of the RST relations. For a given Semantic representation of compound sentence, we can identify the RST relation of a sentence with utmost accuracy.

Figure 1: Inputs of the function

The Figure 1 explains the system we are building. Our formulated algorithm or function is going to receive the semantic representations of simple sentence 1 and simple sentence 2 along with the discourse marker and is going to give the corresponding RST relation as the output. So our objective is to identify the RST relation from discourse marker in Bengali Language.

II. RELATED WORKS

One of the well known tasks in Discourse marker and RST has been done by Maite Taboada(Discourse markers as signals (or not) of rhetorical relations) [1], where he discusses the idea of discourse markers or connectives signaling in the presence of a particular relationship. He addressed the relationship between discourse markers and rhetorical relations, and, more generally, the signaling of rhetorical relations. He along with William C. Mann (Rhetorical Structure Theory: Looking Back and Moving Ahead) [5] reviewed some of the discussions about RST, especially addressing issues of the reliability of analyses and psychological validity, together with a discussion of the nature...
of text relations.

William C. Mann and Sandra A. Thompson (Rhetorical Structure Theory: Towards a functional theory of text organization) [3] extended the idea of what actually Rhetorical Structure Theory is. This paper marks the origin of RST. It describes RST as a descriptive theory of a major aspect of organization of natural text. This paper establishes a new definitional foundation for RST.

Daniel Marcu and Abdessamad Echihabi (An Unsupervised Approach to Recognizing Discourse Relations) [9] present an unsupervised approach to recognize discourse relations of contrast, explanation-evidence, condition and elaboration that hold between arbitrary spans of texts.

Sumit Das, Anupam Basu, Sudeshna Sarkar (Discourse Marker Generation and Syntactic Aggregation in Bengali Text Generation) [2], proposes the idea about the prevalent syntactic aggregation constructs in Bengali. The paper presented a rule based approach towards generating Bengali compound sentences using the identified constructs.

III. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

We are only considering compound sentences. There are many types of multi-nuclear RST relations, but in this paper we are only dealing with CONTRAST, SEQUENCE and PARALLEL. In Bengali Language some of the Discourse markers are: - আর, যদিও, কিন্তু, comma (,), এবং, etc.

We have collected many Bengali compound sentences and divided them manually into 2 different simple sentences. Suppose if we take a Bengali sentence like: - “রাজবাড়িতে দুর্গারীর বড় জনার আর আর দুর্গারীর বড় জনার!” [10].

This compound sentence can be divided into 2 simple sentences like:- Simple sentence 1 - “রাজবাড়িতে দুর্গারীর বড় জনার!” Simple sentence 2 - “রাজবাড়িতে দুর্গারীর বড় জনার!” The discourse marker is “আর”.

Figure 2 shows the semantic representation of the compound sentence[3], where the clause count is given as 2, the type of the sentence is represented as composite, the discourse marker is identified as “আর” and rhetoric relation is given as question mark implying the objective of our paper, which is to identify the RST relation. We have designed algorithms for RST relations CONTRAST, SEQUENCE and PARALLEL.

• The algorithm for CONTRAST:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm CONTRAST(simple_sentence1, simple_sentence2, discourse_marker)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If discourse_marker == “ এর”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RST = CONTRAST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If (polarity(simple_sentence1) == polarity(simple_sentence2)) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RST = CONTRAST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if (verb(simple_sentence2) == অনাড়ার (simple_sentence1)) &amp; (verb(simple_sentence2) == আর) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RST = CONTRAST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return RST</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 2: After Syntactic Aggregation semantic representation of compound sentence[2] [4].](image)
Let us take some examples for Contrast:-

**Example 1:** – “দুঃখিত হয়ে রাজা একটি দিন আপন ফুলে দুঃখিত হয়ে রাজা বার্তা দেন তারা” [10] – Here the discourse marker is “ফুলে” and according to our algorithm, if the discourse marker is “ফুলে”, RST is Contrast.

**Example 2:** – “হয়তো কথা রাজা সর্বসম্মত আপন কথা করলেও তারা না” [10] – Here the discourse marker is “হয়তো”, then we need to check the semantic structure of the simple sentences, here the polarities of the two sentences are different, then RST is Contrast.

**Example 3:** – “রাজকীয় কথা রাজা আপন আর রাজকীয় কথা করলেও তারা না” [10] – Here the discourse marker is “রাজকীয়” then we check the semantic structure of the simple sentences, here the polarities of the two sentences are same but the verb “কথা” in the simple sentence 2 is an antonym of the verb “কথা” in the simple sentence 1, according to our algorithm RST is Contrast.

- **Algorithm for Sequence:**

```
Algorithm SEQUENCE(simple_sentence1, simple_sentence2, discourse_marker) {
    If (((discourse_marker == "কথা") & (polarity(simple_sentence1) == polarity(simple_sentence2)))) then
        RST = SEQUENCE;
    Else If (((tense(simple_sentence1) == Past tense) & (tense(simple_sentence2) == Present tense)) & (tense(simple_sentence1) == Present tense) & (tense(simple_sentence2) == Future tense)) then
        RST = SEQUENCE;
    P1 = PRIORITY(Kakhana);
    P2 = PRIORITY(Kakhana);
    If (P1 < P2) then
        RST = SEQUENCE;
    If (((verb(simple_sentence1) == non-finite form of a verb) & (verb(simple_sentence2) == non-repetitive form of a verb)) then
        RST = SEQUENCE;
    Return RST;
}
```

- **Algorithm for function PRIORITY(Kakhana):**

```
Algorithm PRIORITY(Kakhana) {
    If (Kakhana == "কথা") then Kakhana_priority = 0
    Else if (Kakhana == "সর্বসম্মত") then Kakhana_priority = 1
    Else if (Kakhana == "হয়তো") then Kakhana_priority = 2
    Else if (Kakhana == "ফুলে") then Kakhana_priority = 3
    Else if (Kakhana == "হয়তো") then Kakhana_priority = 4
    Else if (Kakhana == "রাজকীয়") then Kakhana_priority = 5
    Else if (Kakhana == "বার্তা") then Kakhana_priority = 6
    Else if (Kakhana == "ফুলে") then Kakhana_priority = 7
    Return Kakhana_priority;
}
```

Let us take some example for Parallel:-

**Example 1:** – “দখল আপন কথা তারা তারা একটি দিন আপন কথা তারা কথা দেন” [10] – Here the actor (“কথা”) in both the sentences are same and both the sentences are in same tense. So RST is Parallel.

**Example 2:** – “বার্তা বার্তা একটি দিন আপন কথা তারা কথা দেন” [10] – Here the verb “বার্তা” is the continuous form of the verb “কথা” and gets changed into a repetitive form in the composite sentence “তারায় তারায়” and also it is non-finite form of the verb. So RST is Parallel.

**IV. Result and Analysis**

We have collected 1000 compound or composite sentences from short stories “KHIRER PUTUL” and “CHADER PAHAR”, out of these 1000 sentences, we have randomly
taken 600 sentences as our training data set and the rest 400 sentences as our testing data set.

With the training data set, we have manually categorized sentences into Contrast, Sequence and Parallel depending on the definition of these RST relations, then we have split the composite sentences into 2 simple sentences manually and then create the semantic structure of each of the sentences, after which we manually identify the Discourse marker from each of the sentences. Then we categorized the sentences into Contrast, Sequence and Parallel. we have developed some rules for each of the RST relation from their semantic representation. These rules were then formulated into an algorithm for each of the RST relations. Then we have created a system with the help of our algorithm. The testing data set i.e. the remaining 400 sentences are first manually categorized into Contrast, Sequence and Parallel depending on the definition of these RST relations and then to check the accuracy of our system, we put the semantic representation of these 400 sentences into our system.

![Accuracy of the System](image)

Figure.3:- Line Chart to show the accuracy of our system

The figure 3 shows the accuracy of the system. The accuracy is measured on the testing data set. The horizontal axis represents the Testing Data set, i.e. the number of sentences tested and the vertical axis represents the number of correct identification of RST relation by our system. We can see that for the first 100 sentences, 91 sentences were identified correctly by our system and so on. When all the 400 sentences are tested, 383 RST Relations are correctly identified by our system.

**Conclusion**

In this paper we have discussed about the identification of the Rhetorical Structure Theory Relation from Discourse Marker in Bengali Language Understanding. We have derived algorithms for CONTRAST, SEQUENCE and PARALLEL RST relation and explained them with few examples. We have given user based evaluation to validate our approach. We have built a small system and a small corpus to check our result.

**Future Works**

There are many more RST relations whose algorithms can be derived and then a system can be built using the functions of all the RST relations.
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